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Case Study of An Interstellar Flight: Unmanned 
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Introduction

“Le Reve D’etoiles” or the “Dream of Stars” has been a major dy-
namic force, which has propelled mankind forward since the dawn 
of civilization. Since the inception of the first known structured set-
tlement at Gobeklitepe, it can be seen from the archaeological digs 
that several paintings and inscriptions exist to show that mankind 
has always looked upon the stars and sometimes even worshipped 
them. Even with ancient civilizations such as Babylonians, Assyri-
ans, Sumerians, Mayans, and Egyptians; the stars always represent-
ed a means of reaching far into the heavens as the twinkling stars  
represented heavenly light and as a result serious astronomical 
work was conducted in order to understand the meaning behind 
the stars [1]. In fact, it must be stated that Sumerians have executed 
a number of interesting findings related to the cosmos and physics,  

 
and some of their findings even constitute a very primal form of the 
String Theory that we use today to try to explain the universe.

Today, we know for a fact that billions of stars or more exist 
in our galaxy alone and it is hard to calculate the total number of 
stars, which may be present in the universe. Especially, with the ad-
vancements after the second half of the 20th century, it has become 
a realistic dream of mankind to visit those stars someday. While the 
idea of visiting stars has become a very common concept within the 
purview of science fiction; real science is quite far behind in achiev-
ing these objectives. Within today’s standards, even achieving a 
manned flight to any destination beyond the destination of Moon 
is a very important challenge, since it requires quite advanced mis-
sion planning that incorporates things such as protection from ra-
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Abstract 
Since the beginning of the dawn of civilization, mankind has looked upon the heavens with wonder and he has tried to understand the meaning 

of the twinkling lights in the dark night sky. Hence, as a result, one of the primary driving forces of mankind has been the “Le Reve D’etoiles” or the 
“Dream of Stars”, which has been the dynamo of our civilization to advance and to know more about our world and the heavens. In fact, the needs 
of civilization constantly drive for better knowledge and the capability of reaching those stars is one such way that knowledge and exultation can 
be achieved. Even with early science fiction in the 20th century, mankind has dreamed of going to other worlds and with the help of giants such as 
Goddard, Von Braun, and Korolev, mankind has gone outside of Earth. Today, suborbital flights have almost become commonplace in the 21st century, 
as many space tourists have gone into space. Orbital Reef plans to construct the first commercial space station and space hotel by 2027.

Various Space Agencies such as NASA, Roscomos, ISRO, and the Chinese Space Agency all plan to have a presence on the moon by 2030. One of 
our oldest probes, the Voyager II, has already left our solar system and it is in interstellar space. Hence, with the acceleration of developments in space 
technology, it has become more possible than ever to start planning for the first unmanned interstellar flight using an interstellar capable probe by 
using existing 21st-century technology. This paper takes a futuristic case study of an interstellar mission to Lalande 21185, which is approximately 
8.3 light years away from us. Several studies have been conducted on various missions to Alpha Centauri and other nearby stars such as Barnard’s 
star and Wolf 359. However, taking a more distant star such as Lalande 21185 will help expand mankind’s drive for interstellar exploration by using 
more advanced forms of space travel. This paper will take a futuristic case study of an interstellar flight to Lalande 21185, and important properties 
of the Lalande 21185-star system will be examined in detail. While such a budget to put together a mission of such magnitude may not be present in 
space agencies today, it is essential to do these exercises so that mankind’s understanding of the universe will be increased.
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diation exposure on prolonged missions, life support requirements 
such as food, water, and exercise for multiyear missions, as well as 
sufficient power sources with backups to provide power for the in-
ternal and external systems of the spacecraft.

Naturally, the objective is to make sure that the mission can be 
concluded within an acceptable time frame, as every extra day that 
is added to the mission stage will cause severe problems to the op-
erability of the spacecraft and too long a period can easily cause the 
mission to fail completely. Thus, from the above requirements, it 
can become almost impossible to mount a mission that can require 
several years to complete. However, if the interstellar mission is to 
be idealized, then the most important component is the specific im-
pulse, which will allow for mission time to be shortened as much as 
possible. Of course, it is also important that the acceleration and de-
celeration components are calculated in a way to suit the require-
ments for such a high-speed mission [2, 3].

Why is Interstellar Travel Important for Mankind?

Interstellar travel, the ability to travel between star systems, 
holds tremendous importance for humanity’s future. Here are some 
key reasons why interstellar travel is significant:

a. Expansion and Colonization: Interstellar travel opens up 
the possibility of exploring and colonizing other star systems. As 
Earth’s population continues to grow, the availability of resources 
and living space becomes a pressing concern. Interstellar travel 
could provide new habitable worlds or resources that could sustain 
human life, offering a potential solution to overpopulation and re-
source depletion.

b. Scientific Exploration: Interstellar travel would allow us to 
explore and study exoplanets, which are planets outside our solar 
system. By visiting these distant worlds, we can gain insights into 
their composition, atmosphere, potential for harboring life, and a 
broader understanding of the diversity of planetary systems. This 
knowledge can deepen our understanding of the universe and our 
place within it.

c. Search for Extra-terrestrial Life: Interstellar travel would 
greatly enhance our ability to search for extraterrestrial life. By 
visiting exoplanets or their moons, we can directly study the con-
ditions and environments that may support life. The discovery of 
life beyond Earth would have profound implications for our un-
derstanding of biology, evolution, and the prevalence of life in the 
universe.

d. Technological Advancements: The pursuit of interstellar 
travel drives the development of advanced propulsion systems, 
spacecraft design, life support systems, and other technologies that 
would have far-reaching applications on Earth. The challenges of 
interstellar travel push the boundaries of scientific and engineer-
ing disciplines, fostering innovation and leading to technological 
breakthroughs that could benefit various industries and improve 
the quality of life for humanity.

e. Survival and Long-term Sustainability: Interstellar travel 
holds the potential for ensuring the long-term survival of human-
ity. By establishing colonies on other habitable worlds, we could 

mitigate the risks associated with natural disasters, cosmic events, 
or the potential decline of Earth’s habitability. Interstellar travel 
would provide a means to safeguard the human species and pre-
serve our knowledge and culture for future generations.

f. Philosophical and Existential Significance: Interstellar 
travel raises profound philosophical questions about our place in 
the universe, the nature of life, and our cosmic significance. Explor-
ing other star systems would challenge our perspectives, broaden 
our horizons, and deepen our understanding of the fundamental 
questions about our existence.

While interstellar travel poses significant technological and lo-
gistical challenges, its pursuit pushes the boundaries of human po-
tential and offers a future where humanity could explore and thrive 
beyond the confines of our solar system.

The importance of Lalande 21185 as a destination for an 
interstellar mission

The star Lalande 21185 is important for mankind due to its sta-
tus as one of the nearest known stars to our solar system. Here are 
some reasons why it holds significance:

a. Proximity: Lalande 21185 is located relatively close to our 
solar system, approximately 8.31 light-years away. In astronomical 
terms, this is considered a short distance. Proximity is crucial for 
future space exploration and potential interstellar travel. It offers a 
reachable target for studying exoplanets, conducting research, and 
potentially sending missions to explore this stellar system.

b. Exoplanet Exploration: Lalande 21185 presents an oppor-
tunity to search for exoplanets within its planetary system. Exoplan-
ets are planets that orbit stars outside our solar system. Studying 
exoplanets helps us understand the diversity of planetary systems, 
the potential for habitability, and the prevalence of life in the uni-
verse. Proximity to Lalande 21185 enables scientists to observe its 
exoplanets more directly, potentially gathering valuable data about 
their atmospheres, compositions, and potential for supporting life.

c. Technological Development: The study of Lalande 21185 
and its planetary system stimulates technological advancements. 
Exploring distant stars and exoplanets requires advanced tele-
scopes, instruments, and spacecraft. The pursuit of knowledge 
about Lalande 21185 pushes the boundaries of astrophysics, as-
tronomy, and space exploration technologies, which can have 
broader applications and benefits for humanity.

d. Insights into Stellar Evolution: Close examination of 
Lalande 21185 provides insights into stellar evolution. By study-
ing these types of stars, scientists can gain a better understanding 
of the life cycles of stars, including their formation, evolution, and 
eventual fate. This knowledge contributes to our understanding of 
the universe, star formation processes, and the factors that influ-
ence the habitability of exoplanets.

e. Human Space Exploration: Lalande 21185’s proximity 
could be relevant to future human space exploration. Although the 
star system is still quite distant, its relative closeness compared to 
many other stars makes it a potential target for future manned mis-
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sions. Exploring Lalande 21185 and its potential exoplanets could 
be an important step toward expanding our presence beyond our 
solar system.

f. Ability to Expand Beyond to our Galaxy: Lalande 21185 
is near enough to our solar system to be within the 10 light years 
proximity of influence, yet it is far enough to become a foothold to 
outer regions of our local interstellar space giving mankind an abili-
ty to not only study the Lalande 21185 system, but also to be able to 
scan for other stars and exoplanets and even for presence of other 
civilizations beyond our local sphere of influence.

While Lalande 21185 is just one star among the vast number of 
celestial objects in the universe, its proximity makes it an enticing 
target for scientific exploration and a potential stepping stone for 
future space endeavors. Its study could significantly contribute to 
our knowledge of exoplanets, stellar evolution, and the prospects 
of interstellar travel.

Properties of the Star Lalande 21185

Location of Lalande 21185

The objective of this paper is to focus on a mission to Lalande 
21185, which is approximately 8.29 light-years from Earth and it is 
the fourth closest star system to Earth and our solar system in gen-
eral. It is located in the Ursa Major constellation. The star Lalande 
21185 was first discovered and cataloged by Joseph-Jérome Lefran 
ais de Lalande (1732-1807), who became director of the Paris Ob-
servatory in 1795. There is a lot of data, which has been accumu-
lated through astronomical observations regarding Lalande 21185, 
which has been observed to be a red dwarf star [4]. Some of the 
interesting properties of Lalande 21185 can be seen below includ-
ing the star as well as the system. Lalande 21185 is also known as 
NSV 18593, GC15182, and Gliese 411. The coordinates for Lalande 
21185 are (11:03:20.19+35:58:11.55, ICRS 2000.0).

Table 1: Stellar Data for Lalande 21185 and its System.

Lalande 21185 Value Property Lalande 21185 b Jupiter

e 0.82 1 0.11 317.89

R (AU) 0.007 0.017 0.093 0.048

i (deg) 0.7233 1 1.524 5.203

T 3.4 0 1.85 1.3

(years) 0.62 1 1.88 11.86

Properties of Lalande 21185

While Lalande 21185 is the fourth closest star to our solar sys-
tem, it has many interesting properties which make it an interesting 

destination for astronomers, astrophysicists as well as Astronau-
tical engineers. Many people concentrate on more closer destina-
tions such as the Alpha Centauri system as well as Barnard’s Star, 
but actually, in many aspects, Lalande 21185 is more interesting.

Figure 1: Lalande 21185 in Relation to the Stars Near Our Solar System.
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The surface temperature of Lalande 21185 is around 3,383 K 
and it is classified as a Red Dwarf star. Lalande 21185 has a mass 
that is equivalent to the 46% of the sun and as a result, it can be 
categorized as one of the bigger Red Dwarfs found in our galaxy [5].

Lalande 21185 usually emits its radiation in the form of infra-
red, but a very small portion of it is also emitted in the visible light 
spectrum. It is considered to be approximately 200 times dimmer 
than our sun, nevertheless, it is still one of the brighter Red Dwarf 
stars found in our Milky Way Galaxy.

Figure 2: Synthetic Spectrum of the Star Lalande 21185 [15].

It is also classified as a Thick Disk star and as a result, its orbit 
has a very high eccentricity as to the galactic plane. This makes it 
interesting since it is considered as an older star with a quaint mo-
tion. Actually, the orbital path of Lalande 21185 is made in such 
a way that it is always coming closer to our sun. In fact, our sun 
and Lalande 21185 are coming closer to each other at a speed of 
85 kilometers per second [5]. Hence, it is expected that by the year 
22,000 AD, the Lalande 21185-star system may be as close as Alpha 
Centauri, which is at 4.5 light years away from us currently.

In general, Lalande 21185 is almost twice as old as our sun. 
From a metallic composition point of view, Lalande 21185 is met-
al-poor as it has 63% of the metallicity of the sun. This can be con-
sidered to be expected due to its age, since most of the materials 
would have been burned up in the fusion reaction that has contin-
ued for eons. Now as a Red Dwarf star, it has a limited composition 
[5]. However, the study of Lalande 21185 can be crucial in under-
standing the formation of the universe and the life cycle of stars, 
and this would make such an interstellar mission to become viable 
as it would expand our scientific horizons.

Planetary system of Lalande 21185

One of the things that is found to be interesting about Lalande 
21185 is the fact that it is purported to have a planetary system. 

The claim was first put forward by the Dutch astronomer Peter van 
de Kamp in 1951, by observing the wobbling motion of the star’s 
movement, which usually indicates a planetary companion. Kamp’s 
observations stated that there was a possibility of two planets or-
biting Lalande 21185.

George Gatewood also made similar observations by stating 
that as many as three planets may be orbiting Lalande 21185 and it 
caused quite a stir and academic excitement in the academic com-
munity during 1996. The latest discovery came in 2002 by the Ital-
ian astronomer Christiano Cosmovici as he found traces of water 
vapor in the Lalande system, which could be indicative of a plan-
et as well as indicative of a cometary collision in the system. Right 
now, mostly the assumption that two planets orbit around Lalande 
is the accepted norm in the astronomy community [5].

The first planet Lalande 21185a is around 2.2 AU of distance 
from the star. Due to the high distance, as well as the state of the 
red dwarf having a lesser temperature, causes this planet to be ex-
tremely cold at this distance. Lalande 21185a has around 90% of 
the mass of the planet Jupiter and the temperature at the surface 
of the planet is estimated to be less than 1500 Centigrade. It has a 
highly circular orbit, which allows it to circle its star in roughly 5.8 
years.
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The second planet around Lalande 21185 is called Lalande 
21185b and it is situated at a 10 AU distance from Lalande 21185. 
Lalande 21185b has around 160% of the mass of Jupiter as deter-
mined by the tug that it creates in the system, which makes it a gi-
ant planet. Lalande 21185b takes around 30 years to complete one 
orbit around Lalande 21185 and it is a very cold planet due to the 
high distance from its parent star. Its surface temperature is spec-
ulated to be around 370 K. Both of these planets around Lalande 
21185 have been found by using astrometric methods. They have 
been verified several times with other observations and studies. 
While there is speculation that a third exoplanet may also be found 
in the system, until an interstellar mission reaches there, it will be 
hard to determine exactly. However, all of the information about 
Lalande 21185 points out that it is a fascinating star system worth 
discovering.

Possibility of life in the Lalande 21185 system

Under these conditions, it is quite hard to state that any signs 
of life can be found in the Lalande 21185 system. The star itself is 
a red dwarf star which reduces the availability of necessary elec-
tromagnetic radiation that acts as an energy source for life. In fact, 
even the visible light spectrum is almost nonexistent and the state 
of the star causes very low temperatures at its planets, which can be 
considered as gas giants [5].

Hence, it can be safely said that the Lalande 21185-star system 
will not harbor any form of conventional life. However, there is still 
some speculation stating that Lalande 21185b might have some 
other forms of life, which may have been created by the tidal forces 
that may be prevalent in the system. Naturally, more data is needed 
to make a more concrete determination of the fact.

Interstellar Travel Technologies

Specific impulse

When talking about interstellar travel possibilities, then it is es-
sential to speak about special propulsion techniques that transcend 
far beyond chemical propulsion. As it is known from the fundamen-
tals of rocket propulsion, very high specific impulses as well as high 
acceleration levels must be required, so that proper results can be 
achieved.

The specific impulse of a spacecraft depends directly on the en-
ergy density (J) of the flow that is being utilized. Hence, the equa-
tion of the specific impulse can be written as [6]:

2 e
sp

VI J
g

= =      (1)

Where J is the Energy Potential and Ve is the exhaust velocity 
of the rocket

Any specific impulse below 10,000 would not even be discuss-
able, as an interstellar trip would take a very long time, which could 
not be manageable with a low specific impulse by any standards 
concerning life support, as well as the logistics of the spacecraft.

Besides the specific impulse, which is a passive indication of a 
speed of a spacecraft, it is also essential to think about the acceler-
ation of a spacecraft. In conventional spacecraft dynamics, initial 
momentum is given and small adjustments are made and the space-
craft continues on its path unimpeded until it reaches the gravita-
tional influence of a body.

Hence, the initial speed imparted by the thrusters is important 
for creating a high specific impulse. However, since the distances 
in interstellar travel involve light years, which is time that needs to 
pass while traveling at light speed, more exotic means are needed. 
Instead of using an initial thrust and relying on it to produce high 
specific impulses, constant thrust can be applied to the spacecraft 
to impart acceleration.

For example, if you apply constant thrust at ½g; then naturally 
the spacecraft will keep gaining velocity since there are no unop-
posing forces. Thus, after months of acceleration, then the space-
craft would be gaining such high speeds and a high specific impulse, 
it can be possible for it to continue on an interstellar journey for 
long periods of time [7].

Hence, the question becomes of applying constant thrust non-
stop for long periods of time to reach semi-relativistic speeds (1% 
to 40%) so that travel time would become meaningful. Of course, 
it would still involve decades of travel, but even with today’s tech-
nology, it can become manageable as long as the necessary budget 
requirements are met [7, 8].

Naturally, special thrusters are needed that use less amount 
of fuel and supply large amounts of energy to the spacecraft. The 
engine system must be able to keep up with constant acceleration 
and it must also be able to provide enough power to supply the re-
quirements of life support systems, navigational systems, onboard 
computers, onboard communication systems, as well as payload 
systems. Thus, using a method that has a chance of supplying such 
power will be necessary for the operational efficiency of the space-
craft. It will require some special technology, but it is certainly man-
ageable within today’s technology and budget [9].

Relativistic effects during interstellar travel

If such high velocities and acceleration levels are to be dis-
cussed, then the calculations for such an interstellar trip will need 
to be done with the help of Einstein’s Theory of Relativity. As such 
high speeds are reached, the theory of relativity takes effect and 
as a result, there are certain properties which are changed. Some 
changes that take place at near relativistic speeds include dilation 
of time inside the spacecraft for the crew as well as expansion of 
mass for the spacecraft. While at the speeds discussed above, the 
mass expansion would be negligible, while the time dilation would 
not be.

For the astronauts onboard the spacecraft, the time will pass 
differently. Due to the Theory of Relativity, it would seem as the time 
would pass slower as compared to the time passing on Earth for the 
mission control crews. In relativistic physics, this has already been 
discussed as the twin paradox. In the twin paradox, one twin re-
mains on Earth, while the other twin travels at relativistic speeds. 
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When the space-traveling twin returns, he sees that his twin who 
remained on Earth has aged decades, while only a few years have 
passed for the twin in space.

 The same phenomena would be applicable to astronauts who 
are going on interstellar travel to a destination at semi-relativistic 
speeds.

In a way, this is advantageous as the time passes for the astro-
nauts can be reduced, and the corresponding power and life sup-
port requirements can be reduced as well. This is an important ad-
vantage, as it allows for more efficient planning of a mission with 
lesser resources. As a result, it can be stated that the time dilation 
effects would have to be counted as even a reduction of one year in 
the ship’s time could mean so much in terms of reducing the needs 
in terms of logistics (such as food, air, heating, etc.) onboard the 
spacecraft.

However, it also needs to be understood that the time on Earth 
in mission Control would pass normally. Nothing can be done to 
mitigate this as this will have to be taken as an integral part of the 
mission. Hence, from the point of view of data retrieval, the mission 
control would have to wait a significant amount of time before they 
will be able to receive any meaningful data from the star systems.

Thus, when planning for an interstellar mission, several param-
eters need to be known beforehand such as the maximum attain-
able acceleration, the maximum attainable speed, the maximum 
percentage of relativistic speeds, etc. Of course, while doing the cal-
culations, it is essential to also think about acceleration as well as 
deceleration, since the spacecraft cannot be stopped suddenly. As a 
result, it is essential to make sure that acceleration to the halfway 
mark is taken and deceleration is taken from that point or a more 
aggressive deceleration policy can be adapted as well to conserve 
time.

Since the approachable speeds are in the range of 0.1c to 0.4c 
in most advanced propulsion methods, it is essential to incorporate 
the effects of relativity into the equations. Naturally, the most im-
portant relativistic effects are relativistic mass expansion as well 
as relativistic time dilation. Both of these effects will have a direct 
effect on the interstellar mission. The relativistic mass expansion 
will indirectly cause more kinetic energy to be used in order to ac-
celerate the spacecraft. Hence, in concordance with this, it may be 
necessary to increase the thermal capacity of the nuclear reactor in 
order to pump more kinetic energy into the flow.

The mass expansion and velocity changes at relativistic speeds 
are given by [10]:
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Where

M0= Mass of the spacecraft

M= Mass Expansion

a= Acceleration of the spacecraft

t= Time Expansion

c= Speed of Light in vacuum

Another point of interest is the relativistic time dilation. In a 
way, this will be an important advantage to the interstellar mission. 
By effectively increasing the time dilation, the amount of time the 
crew feels onboard the spacecraft will be decreased as compared 
to Earth-bound time. This will actually reduce the physiological ef-
fects as well as the psychological effects of long, space-bound travel 
on the crew of the spacecraft. The equation for shipboard time is 
given by the following equation:

2
* 1 vt t

c
 = −  
 

 (5)

Where:

t* = Ship time i.e. the time with respect to the crew members in 
the spacecraft

t = Earth time.

Hence, both the effects of the time dilation as well as the mass 
expansion will need to be incorporated into the design of the mis-
sion parameters for the best results.

Nuclear propulsion in interstellar travel

While many exotic forms of interstellar propulsion exist on the 
drawing boards, the purpose of this paper is to discuss a feasible 
scenario of reaching Lalande 21185 by using propulsion technol-
ogies that are within the reach of 21st century. In order to achieve 
this, existing forms of propulsion are discussed and more exotic 
means of propulsion such as Alcubierre’s warp drive will be dis-
counted for now.

One such method that is available within the grasp of today’s 
technology is nuclear propulsion techniques. This is essential in 
one aspect that nuclear propulsion techniques have been experi-
mented with and analyzed since the 1960s and a large amount of 
data has been collected in this regard.

We already know that any proportion methods that use inertia 
must be able to expel any propellant from the spacecraft as fast as 
possible. As it can be ascertained, in order to achieve this, it is es-
sential to heat up the propellant to very high temperatures. As the 
gas molecules heat up, they will turn this heat energy into kinetic 
energy and they will turn into this frenzied state where they will 
vibrate at high speeds. If they are discharged at those high speeds, 
naturally the spacecraft will be given a significant push forward and 
as a result, the spacecraft will gain velocity. As the temperatures 
in the propellant increase, this will cause a direct increase in the 
speed of the exhaust velocity itself, which in turn will increase the 
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specific impulse of the spacecraft. Thus, nuclear methods have the 
best chance of heating the propellant to very high temperatures, so 
that extremely high speeds can be reached [11].

Naturally, the first nuclear propulsion method that comes to 
mind is the fusion drive. With Fusion, it is possible to reach very 
high temperatures that can give a significant boost to the exhaust 
velocity of the spacecraft. However, these temperatures are unman-
ageable with today’s technology. While it is possible to use special 
magnetic fields to contain the fusion reaction itself, the tempera-
tures would turn the outer casing to plasma instantaneously. Hence, 
a lot of time needs to be spent on containing the fusion reaction it-
self, so that appropriate results can be obtained.

Fission propulsion techniques are the second techniques that 
come to mind. However, conventional fission techniques are also 
insufficient to part enough energy to the propellant as the speeds 
reached won’t be that high for interstellar purposes. But as an alter-
native, it is possible to use advanced fission propulsion techniques 
such as gaseous core propulsion using Uranium Hexafluoride to 
achieve temperatures in the order of 10,000 degrees Kelvin. This is 
a temperature, which is manageable with today’s technology and as 
a result, long-duration interstellar travel can be planned with this 
technology with some improvements.

Gaseous core nuclear propulsion

It is important to understand that gaseous core technology is a 
means to interstellar travel, but it will need some adjustments from 
present-day technology to achieve the desired purpose. First of all, 
the gaseous core fission uses gaseous fission fuels instead of solid 
fission fuels. This gives a very powerful solution, since solid nuclear 
fuel rods would melt after a couple of thousand degrees of Kelvin. 
However, with gaseous fuels, the fission reaction would take place 
with gaseous nuclear fuel such as Uranium Hexafluoride or Urani-
um Tetrafluoride [11].

The utilization of Uranium Hexafluoride is a great advantage as 

the temperature limitations that are found in regular space reactor 
applications are easily overcome and as a result, higher specific im-
pulses can be obtained. Moreover, it can be possible to have a long 
period of acceleration, since the fission of Uranium Hexafluoride 
would give sustained thrust to the spacecraft.

Moreover, the fission cross sections of gaseous core nuclear fis-
sion reaction are also high as compared to classic fission, and as a 
result, the fission reaction will have a higher reactivity constant and 
the reactor can be operated at a slightly more supercritical condi-
tion as compared to regular fission reactor. A supercritical condi-
tion in a nuclear reaction depicts a higher level of fission reaction 
that outputs more power as compared to a critical condition which 
is a stable and static power condition. This slight over percentage of 
supercriticality would allow for a higher impartment of kinetic en-
ergy through heat to a propellant such as diatomic hydrogen which 
has a very low molecular weight and which is easy to store onboard 
a spacecraft or can even be collected from interstellar space in suf-
ficient amounts.

The gaseous core reactor itself is made in a cylindrical fashion 
and in this paper, we take a gaseous core with a length of 7 meters 
and an opening diameter of 3 meters. The entrance to the reactor 
is a mixing chamber where Uranium Hexafluoride, as well as Hy-
drogen, are inserted for mixing. The velocity of the Hydrogen is 
100 times faster than Uranium Hexafluoride when inserted into 
the chamber. Moreover, there are also other mixing constraints as 
it is essential to mix one molecule of Uranium Hexafluoride for ev-
ery thousand molecules of hydrogen to conserve nuclear fuel and 
to achieve an appropriate amount of criticality inside the reactor 
itself. It is very important to ensure that the mixing of uranium 
hexafluoride with hydrogen is conducted in a homogenous manner 
since this will help in maintaining a controllable supercritical nu-
clear reaction. This way, you can make sure that both the spacecraft 
propulsion conditions as well as nuclear criticality conditions are 
obtained [11].

Figure 3: Gaseous Core Nuclear Propulsion System.
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In the mixing chamber, some time and space are given so that 
relatively even mixing conditions are obtained. The hydrogen itself 
is at -235 degrees Kelvin and the Uranium Hexafluoride is near 
room temperature. As a result, multiphase flow occurs at that par-
ticular junction, and heat as well as mass transfer takes place at the 
mixing chamber. Of course, there is also some heat backlash due 
to radiation as well as convection from the nuclear reaction taking 
place in the reactor itself.

Once the mixing occurs and relative stability conditions are 
reached, then the second step in such a reactor would be to mix this 
content into the gaseous core itself. In the gaseous core as soon as 
the mixture comes into contact with a neutron source, the critical-
ity conditions are immediately reached and as a result, the fission 
reaction will immediately start as Uranium Hexafluoride is bom-
barded with neutrons. As the fission reaction progresses, an aver-
age of 2.7 neutrons are produced which makes it a self-sustaining 
reaction. Due to the nature of the nuclear fuel itself, the condition 
becomes supercritical in a matter of seconds, as soon as the first 
contact is achieved [12].

The UF6 which is already injected into the gaseous nuclear core 
then undergoes fission by bombardment of high-speed neutrons. 
As the neutrons hit their target, Uranium Hexafluoride undergoes 
fission and it is separated into the products below while heat ener-
gy is released. As a result, this heat energy is transferred to the H2 
molecules [11].

Due to the fact that the nuclear fuel is in gaseous form, there is 
no need to worry about a fuel rod meltdown as it is in the case of the 
NTR. Of course, the outer shielding of the reactor core will still need 
to be strengthened to withstand the temperature range of 5000K to 
10000K in order to reach a high specific impulse for a Mars mission. 
In order to shield the reactor core boundaries, an MHD field can 
be used to channel the flow away from the boundaries and directly 
into the nozzle. Some parameters for a gaseous core nuclear reactor 
that can be used for Lalande 21185 mission are given below [11].

Table 2: Gas Core Reactor Design Parameters.

Design Parameters Values

Core Diameter (cm) 300

Core Length (cm) 700

Reflector Thickness (cm) 46

Enrichment 5%

Gas Temperature (k) 8700

Reflector Temperature (k) 7800

Power Density 6.925

Core Pressure (atm) 1000

Flow rate 100:1

Specific Impulse (Isp) 9800 s

The problem with gaseous core reactors comes from the fact 
that it is very hard to control the nuclear reaction, since there are no 
control rods or any scram rods that are found in normal reactors. As 
a result, the control of the reactor is only done through the changing 
of pressure or the reduction or increase in the amount of Uranium 
Hexafluoride that is being pumped into the system. Thus, the crit-
icality of the nuclear reactor itself will need to be matched to the 
propulsion system input and output in order to reach the desired 
safety standards and also to make sure that the smooth operation 
of the propulsion system is carried out. Of course, it is important 

to consider that spacecraft stability needs to be calculated and fac-
tored in since the operation of the reactor may also cause unwanted 
vibrations in the spacecraft hull, which will need to be dampened 
so that the spacecraft or the research probe doesn’t spiral out of 
control at semi-relativistic speeds.

Hence, the specific impulse of the spacecraft can be increased 
to large amounts by the heat that is being produced by this type of 
nuclear reactor [12]. The specific impulse can be increased in this 
type of system by increasing the core diameter of the gaseous core 
reactor.
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Figure 4: Specific Impulse vs Core Diameter.

One advantage of using gaseous core reactors would be that 
they will be able to provide continuous access to the propulsion 
system of the spacecraft. This way, the required accelerations can 
be attained.

Of course, more exotic means of spacecraft propulsion such 
as Fusion drive and Antimatter drive can also be considered for a 
mission to Lalande 21185 [13]. However, these technologies are be-
yond our reach at the beginning of the 21st century, while Gaseous 
core reactor technology would allow mankind to achieve up to 0.4c 
of acceleration within the means of technology that is available to-
day. Hence, these parameters would allow the planning of such a 
mission to make interstellar travel a reality for everyone [14].

Case Study for an Interstellar Flight to the Lalande 
21185 System

Based on the above information provided, now it’s possible to 
take a case study of an interstellar flight to the Lalande 21185 sys-
tem using a gaseous core nuclear propulsion system where a speed 
of Ve=0.4c is reached.

By taking an average distance of 8.31 lightyears and a speed of 
0.4c with Equation 5:

t*=D/V where D=8.31 light years and V=0.4c where 
c=299,792,458 meters per second

Let’s solve for t using the given values:

t’ = D / v

t = t’ * √(1 - v2/c2)

= (D / v) * √(1 - v2/c2)

Substituting the values, we have:

t = (8.31 light-years / (0.4 * c)) * √(1 -(0.4c)2/c2)

 = (8.31 * 9.461 × 1015 meters) / (0.4 * 299,792,458 m/s) * √(1 
- 0.42) ≈ (7.850 × 1016 meters) /(119,917,183 m/s) * √(1 - 0.16) ≈ 
654,960,943 seconds

Converting seconds to years:

t ≈ 654,960,943 seconds / (60 seconds * 60 minutes * 24 hours 
* 365.25 days)≈ 20.75 years

Therefore, it would take approximately 20.75 years to reach the 
Lalande 21185-star system from Earth traveling at 0.4 times the 
speed of light (0.4c) with zero acceleration and if the speed was 
reached instantaneously without any acceleration. This doesn’t 
take deceleration into account as well. However, it tells us that o.4c, 
which is an attainable speed with gaseous core nuclear propulsion, 
would definitely allow an unmanned probe to reach Lalande 21185 
in roughly 21 years with today’s technology (with no acceleration 
and deceleration taken into account).

Of course, for a more realistic calculation, it is essential to take 
acceleration and deceleration into account. Let’s imagine that we 
will be accelerating at an acceleration rate of 1g until we reach the 
speed of 0.4c. Then let’s imagine that the unmanned space probe 
can continue at the speed of 0.4c with zero acceleration until it 
comes close to the Lalande 21185-star system. At an appropriate 
distance let’s imagine a deceleration to a speed of zero from 0.4c 
with a deceleration rate of 1g to match our acceleration rate.
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So, to summarize the journey, from a High Earth Orbit, if we 
ideally travel in a straight line (which won’t be the case in reality), 
starting at zero speed and accelerating with an acceleration rate of 
1g until the unmanned spacecraft reaches a speed of 0.4c. Once the 
spacecraft reaches that speed, the speed of 0.4c remains constant 
and the spacecraft continues unimpeded at that speed until it gets 
close to the Lalande 21185-star system. At a certain pre-calculated 
range, the spacecraft would decelerate at

04.g until it reaches zero speed around an orbit of Lalande 
21185. Hence, we would need to calculate these to get a more re-
alistic time.

To calculate the time, it takes to reach a speed equal to 40 per-
cent of the speed of light (0.4c) using a constant acceleration of 1g 
(9.8 meters per second squared), we can use the equations of mo-
tion.

Let’s denote the final velocity as v (0.4c) and the acceleration as 
a (1g or 9.8 m/s²).

The formula to calculate the time it takes to reach a certain ve-
locity from rest with constant acceleration is:

v = u + at (6)

where:

v is the final velocity

u is the initial velocity (0 m/s in this case) a is the acceleration

t is the time

Rearranging the formula to solve for time (t): t = (v - u) / a

Substituting the given values:

t = (0.4c - 0) / (1g)

= (0.4 * 299,792,458 m/s) / (9.8 m/s²)≈ 12,193,829 seconds

Converting seconds to years:

t ≈ 12,193,829 seconds / (60 seconds * 60 minutes * 24 hours * 
365.25 days)≈ 0.387 years

Therefore, it would take approximately 0.387 years (or about 
4.64 months) to reach a speed equal to 40 percent of the speed of 
light (0.4c) using a constant acceleration of 1g.

It can be stated that the deceleration from 04.c speed to zero 
would be calculated in a similar manner and that would also give 
a similar result of 0.387 years. Hence, the unmanned spacecraft 
would need to spend 0.774 years for accelerating and decelerating 
besides the time spent traveling at a constant velocity of 04.c.

Now, if we use simple physics equations of motion, we can cal-
culate the amount of distance traveled from zero velocity and ac-
celerating at 1g until reaching 0.4 light years. This would be 7.16 × 
1014 meters, which would be ≈ 0.0757 light-years. The same calcu-
lation would hold for the deceleration phase as well with ≈ 0.0757 
light-years of distance spent in decelerating for a total of 0.1514 
lightyears to accelerate and decelerate. This means that since the 
distance to Lalande 21185 is 8.31 lightyears, the spacecraft would 

travel 8.1586 lightyears at a constant speed of 0.4c. With the same 
calculations shown at the beginning of the section, we would ap-
proximately get a time of 20.42 years of traveling at constant ve-
locity.

Thus, finally, we can say that as per time spent on spacecraft, 
0.387 years for acceleration(1g), 2.42 years at a constant speed 
(0.4c), and finally at 0.387 years at deceleration(1g), we would 
get approximately 21.19 years of spacecraft travel time. Of course, 
since semi-relativistic speeds are concerned, the time spent on 
Earth would be longer. It can be said that 21.19 years of travel at 
sub-light speeds using advanced nuclear propulsion technology is 
something that can certainly be achieved with 21st-century tech-
nology. However, the effects of acceleration and deceleration on the 
spacecraft would need to be examined, as well as the effects that 
relativity may have on the fission reaction [15-17].

Conclusion

As stated above, mankind is looking for new and exotic ways to 
start an interstellar journey to the nearest stars. Even if at the end of 
the mission, nothing is found, it will at least prove to mankind that 
travel to the stars is possible. Lalande 21185 represents the culmi-
nation of these dreams as mankind can reach even further desti-
nations after such a mission. As seen from the above calculations, 
approximately 21 years is not such a long mission time considering 
the fact that the Voyager II space probe has been operational for 46 
years as of now, since its launch in 1977 until 2023. Even though it 
is not possible to reach such a destination yet, this paper gives an 
overview of the requirements for such a mission in the hopes that 
it will take its place in the history of spaceflight, so that the dream 
of stars can be realized someday. It is hoped that this paper and 
similar papers will pave the way for the future for conducting sim-
ilar studies, so that these calculations can be matched with a cost 
analysis to start planning for such missions within the 21st century.
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